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scanning algorithms residues; Fixed minor bugs; Updated language files. Changes in version 1.02.16: 1) Fixed scanning
algorithm for E1.DOC; 2) Fixed an error when scanning answers to the question "What is the button number on this

document?"; 3) Improved some text search parameters; 4) Support for VBA files; 5) Fixed errors in sending mail via the client-
server system. Started testing the AlarmTrack call recording system. We are waiting for your feedback! Happy New Year and
Merry Christmas everyone! During the holidays, the Alarm Track system worked in a special mode! Thanks to everyone who
has used and supported the Alarmtrack system! We are waiting for you in the coming days! There is just a little bit left before

the New Year, and we are starting preparations for its meeting! In the new year 2016, our Alarms Track system will also work in
a special mode! Look out for exciting news soon! Our system continues to expand and replenish with new services! We want to
see new services in the future, so we are thinking carefully about how to make them even more useful. We present you a new

service for recording telephone conversations! Using the AlarmScript service, you can record and store the entire chain of
conversations (not only calls, but also text messages and e-mail) from your smartphone, and then listen to them on your

computer. Have you already registered on the Alarm script service, but forgot your password? It's OK! You can easily restore it
with a universal code. Happy birthday to our partner - WhatsApp Messenger! Our new, developed by us, client software solves

this problem as efficiently as possible and in the shortest possible time! We have been expanding the capabilities of our
application since it was released. Let us tell you how we did it. All clients of our application will have this opportunity. We have
released an update to the mobile client that fixes some bugs and makes important changes. Today we launched a new version of
our mobile client! We have improved the design, added new features, expanded the functionality of the program. Now in it you

can contact your friends, colleagues and work colleagues through the popular Whatsapp social network and other equally
popular services. Download new, latest versions of programs
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